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Objective. To improve the outcomes in patients with asymmetric pectus excavatum (APE) by developing and implementing our own differentiated modified Nuss procedure to correct different variants of this deformity; to analyse the treatment outcomes.

Materials and methods. An original modified Nuss procedure to correct the following pectus excavatum (PE) types is described: asymmetric eccentric focal (ІІА1 according to Park) type; asymmetric eccentric broad-flat (Park ІІА2) type; asymmetric eccentric long canal (the Grand Canyon type or Park ІІА3) type; asymmetric unbalanced (Park ІІB) type; asymmetric combined (Park ІІС) type. The essence of the proposed technique is that at the beginning of the operation, a gradual elevation of the anterior chest wall is carried out to a maximally approximated physiological position using two or more traction ligatures applied to the sternum and ribs. In the future, a horizontal position of the fixation bar is used for asymmetric eccentric focal, asymmetric eccentric broad-flat, and asymmetric eccentric long canal types; and an oblique position with a more dorsal location of the bar end on the less depressed side is used for asymmetric unbalanced and asymmetric combined types. In both bar position variants, the rigid subperiosteal fixation of the bar stabilizers to two ribs bilaterally is used. The results of treatment according to this modification were analysed in 24 patients with different variants of asymmetric PE.

Results. The proposed differentiated approaches to performing the Nuss procedure made it possible to obtain excellent and good cosmetic and functional results. There were three postoperative complications: one case of delayed pneumothorax and two cases of asymmetric manubriocostal pectus carinatum: one case after treatment of an asymmetric unbalanced PE (Park ІІB) type and one – after correction of an asymmetric combined (Park ІІС) type. Both patients with pectus carinatum underwent non-surgical treatment using an individually tailored dynamic compression brace system with excellent cosmetic and functional outcomes.

Conclusions. The several-point traction of the anterior chest wall allows to shape its physiological form in most cases; the rigid bar fixation according to the proposed schemes ensures the retention of the chest wall shape. In the vast majority of cases, the placement of one corrective bar is sufficient. For the asymmetric combined (Park ІІС) type correction, the implantation of two corrective bars or the «sandwich technique» is indicated if the defect is significant. In case of postoperative pectus carinatum, successful non-surgical treatment using an individually tailored dynamic compression brace system is possible.
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Introduction

Pectus excavatum (PE) is a fairly common malformation of the chest wall. The disease incidence is from 0.1 to 0.8 per 100 children and is a manifestation of connective tissue dysplasia. PE is characterized by functional and organic disorders of the cardiovascular and respiratory systems, namely: restrictive ventilatory insufficiency, frequent respiratory infections, cardiac compression signs, decreased exercise tolerance, and physical developmental delay [1–7]. In addition to organic and functional disorders, this malformation is significantly associated with frequent psychological disturbances, including problems in relations with the opposite sex, social adaptation deterioration, decreased socialization level, and in some cases it can lead to suicide [8,9]. Given the above reasons, the indications for the PE treatment are not only medical, associated with the cardiorespiratory and musculoskeletal system disorders, but also cosmetic and psychological ones.

In the 21st century, the PE treatment gold standard is the Nuss procedure. This operation and its modifications are widely used because of their low surgical injury, relative simplicity and short operation time, and good cosmetic and functional outcomes [2,3,10–19]. However, the treatment outcomes of patients with asymmetric pectus excavatum (APE) are not always perfect – often there is a residual deformity or pectus carinatum, as well as a high incidence of postoperative complications, related re-operations, and chronic chest pain [6,7,16,18–24].

Objective. To improve the outcomes in patients with asymmetric PE by developing and implementing our own differentiated modified Nuss procedure to correct different variants of this deformity; to analyse the treatment outcomes.

Compliance with bioethical norms. The study was carried out in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. The study protocol was approved by the Ethics Commission of the Municipal Non-profit Institution Zhytomyr Regional Children's Clinical Hospital of Zhytomyr Regional Council, Ukraine.

Materials and methods

During the period from 2018 to 2020, the corrective operations for pectus excavatum according to the original modified Nuss procedure were performed in 76 patients. Among operated patients, asymmetric PE was diagnosed in 24 cases (31.6%). To assess the type, shape, degree and other characteristics of the deformity, we used the morphological classification of pectus excavatum proposed by H. J. Park. The distribution of patients is shown in Table 1.

Spirography, chest X-ray with determination of the deformity degree by Gizycka methods were used among the methods of examination. Native spiral computed tomog-
raphy of the thoracic organs was performed to determine the degree of mediastinal displacement, indices of asymmetry, unbalance, eccentricity, and the Haller index.

An original modification of the Nuss procedure and its options for the treatment of various anatomical variants of APE were developed. The first stage of surgical intervention consisted of the application of ligatures (2–4) to the lower third of the sternum and adjacent ribs followed by gradual tractions for 10–15 minutes until the anterior chest wall was positioned in the moderate hypercorrection. Recently, instead of a ligature, we have used a single-prong Volkmann retractor. The traction points were chosen at the greatest depression sites of the chest wall. The number of such points depends on the anatomical deformity variant, the chest wall rigidity and the thoracic cage size. The chest wall traction was performed by gradually tightening the stretching screw.

As a rule, bilateral three-centimetre transverse skin incisions at the level of the fifth intercostal space, anteriorly from the midaxillary line, with subperiosteal mobilization of the 5th and 6th ribs were made. The next step was tunnelling under the greater pectoral muscles and inserting an optical port on the right into the 6th or 4th intercostal space on the anterior axillary line. A working port was introduced through the right main access and a tunnel under the right greater pectoral muscle to the point of the bar entry into the pleural cavity. A 5-mm endoscopic dissector was inserted through the working port and the retrosternal tunnelling was performed. The next step was to introduce a guideband and a bar. After rotation of the bar, a bilateral rigid subperiosteal fixation of the bar stabilizers to two mobilized ribs was performed with a 5-mm lavsan band. This bar fixation technique transforms the construction into a monolithic metal arched structure with fixed ends, which reduces the bar width and the pain syndrome severity in the points of bar entry into the pleural cavity, as well as levels out the rib deformation in these points.

The main difference in our approach to APE correction is traction of the anterior chest wall in its most concave areas, elevating the anterior chest wall to the position of hypercorrection first, after which a corrective bar with tightening of its ends (stabilizers) is introduced and fixed according to the deformity type. A prerequisite of this approach is a clear marking of the operating field, especially the points of bar entry into the pleural cavity.

**Variants of the original technique**

The explanations of symbols are shown in Figure 1.

1. To correct the asymmetric eccentric focal type (IIA1 according to Park), the traction points were applied at the area of the corpus sterni transition into the xiphoid process along the edge, which is the closest to the deformity, and at the part of the rib, which is the closest to the deepest point of the deformity. The points of bar entry into the pleural cavity were planned along the edge of the deformity as in the conventional Nuss procedure. The bar was positioned horizontally (Fig. 2).

2. To correct the asymmetric eccentric broad-flat type (IIA2 according to Park), two traction points were used. The first one was along the lower border of the corpus sterni and along its edge, closer to the depression, and the second one was in the area of the rib part closest to the deepest point of deformity. The points of bar entry into the pleural cavity were projected according to the deformity; the correction was made using two bars. The sternal traction was performed until significant hypercorrection position. This allowed the upper bar to be freely introduced after the lower one was inserted and rotated. The
upper bar was placed in accordance with the points of bar entry into the pleural cavity in the third intercostal space using the Pilegaard technique, or this bar was placed with one nonremovable stabilizer. After positioning both bars, the sternum was reversed from the hypercorrection position to the physiological one. Then we fixed them to the ribs (Fig. 3).

3. Surgical treatment of the asymmetric eccentric long canal type (the Grand Canyon type or IIА3 according to Park).

Three traction points were used at the lower edge level of corpus sterni: the middle of the sternum, the edge of the sternum close to the deformity, and the rib slightly laterally to the deepest point of the deformity. Two bars were used. Optionally, the fixation was provided using simultaneously lavsan band and steel ligature No.7 USP. The sequence of insertion and bar fixation were similar to those performed for the correction of asymmetric eccentric broad-flat (IIА2 according to Park) type (Fig. 4).
4. Correction of \textit{asymmetric unbalanced} (IIB according to Park) type. Two traction points were made at the level of the lower edge of the sternal body along its edge closer to the deformity and 2–3 cm lateral to this point on the rib. The latter was given special attention during traction. In this operation variant, there was used an oblique course of the corrective bar with the lower bar side placed on the concave side. It is crucial to place the bar accurately, which is as follows: from the convex side of the chest, the bar enters into the pleural cavity along the edge of the deformity, and on the concave side, it is introduced in the middle between the anterior axillary and medioclavicular lines. In this type of deformity, it is important that the stabilizers are properly fixed to the ribs, namely:

- a) on the concave side, the fixation points are pulled as far forward as possible, elevating the chest wall to the physiological position;
- b) on the concave side, three points of subperiosteal fixation to the ribs are used: at both ends of the stabilizer and the bar ends;
- c) the bar should be placed so that the removable stabilizer is positioned on the concave chest side;
- d) a combination of suture materials, both steel ligature and lavsan band on the concave side, should be preferred.

The oblique bar course allows 3–4 ribs of the concave side of the chest (almost the entire concave surface) to lean on the bar (Fig. 5).

5. The asymmetric combined type (IIC according to Park) was corrected using one bar. First, traction ligatures were applied at the level of the lower edge of the corpus sterni and 2–3 cm laterally to the rib on the funnel-shaped deformity side. The funnel-shaped part of the deformity was elevated into a position close to the contralateral side. The bar position was horizontal or oblique (usually oblique). It was inserted so that the bar entry point into the pleural cavity from the keeled side was somewhat medial to the top of the keeled portion of the deformity, and on the funnel-shaped side – along the border of the funnel-shaped deformity.

The rules for the bar fixation to the ribs were as follows:

- a) on the funnel-shaped side, the fixation points were pulled as far forward as possible, elevating the chest wall to the physiological position;
- b) there were three points of subperiosteal fixation bilaterally: at both ends of the stabilizer and the bar ends;
- c) a bar with two removable stabilizers was used;
- d) a combination of suture materials, both steel ligature and lavsan band, was preferred on both sides;
- e) the bar was fixed to the ribs on the funnel-shaped side first, trying to fasten the stabilizer as ventrally as possible, after which the bar was fixed from the keeled side by pressing on the top of the keeled portion of the deformity until it was corrected, but the stabilizer should be fixed as dorsally as possible.

We consider it appropriate to introduce two bars with a significant upper-lower size of the keeled portion in the IIC type according to Park (Fig. 6).

**Results**

An analysis of the surgical treatment results in the patients with APE using the modified Nuss procedure showed that 23 out of 24 patients (95.8%) had good and excellent surgical treatment outcomes. The majority of patients were males (62.5%). It was found a tendency for the third-stage deformity percentage to increase with the child’s age (from 27.2% at the age of 10–13 years to 38.4% at the age of 14–18 years). Two corrective bars were used in all patients with asymmetric eccentric long canal (the Grand Canyon type or Park IIA3) type (4 cases) and asymmetric eccentric broad-flat (Park IIA2) type (3 cases) (in 29.17% of all patients with APE). The correction using one bar was provided in the other 17 patients (70.83%).

The duration of the operation ranged from 55 to 100 minutes when one fixation bar was placed (on average – 78 minutes) and from 100 to 130 minutes (on average – 108 minutes) with two fixation bars placed. The intraoperative blood loss was less than 30 ml in all cases.

There were three postoperative complications (12.5%) registered: delayed simple right-sided pneumothorax (diagnosed 1.5 days post surgery) in one case and two cases of recurrence in the form of pectus carinatum in 3 and 6 months post surgery for an asymmetric unbalanced (Park IIB) type and for an asymmetric combined (Park IIC) type.

The length of hospital stay post surgery was 3–7 days (on average 4.2 days). In 23 cases (95.8%), good and excellent treatment outcomes were noted. There were no cases of bar displacement or penetration through the anterior chest wall. The examples of treatment outcomes are shown in Figures 7–10.

**Discussion**

Most authors believe that the Nuss procedure is effective in symmetrical PE. Moreover, it is possible to limit the placement of a single bar to complete deformity correction [2,3,6,12,14,15,18]. It has been reported the minimum number of intra- and postoperative complications in these cases [2,3,6,12,14]. However, asymmetric PEs pose considerable difficulties when performing PE correction according to Nuss [6,13,22–24]. Taking this into account, a placement of two or more bars, including bridge structures, have been suggested by a number of authors [10,16,23,25]. This approach is more often accompanied by intra- and postoperative complications, decreased respiratory capacity because of reduced chest wall mobility [6,22–24]. There are very few studies on the methods and results of the APE treatment. The Park’s work [26] is of the greatest interest.
because of the approaches used and the results obtained. In particular, H. J. Park has suggested the use of an original approach – MM–MT TERCOM (multiple-momentum based multitarget «Terrain Contour Matching System»). In this approach, the first step is to establish the deformity portions that need to be corrected surgically. After establishing the goals of correction, the bar contour, which would be anti-congruent to the deformation, is carried out for such correction. To achieve this goal, H. J. Park recommends the «deformity contour matching», which is essentially a mirror-image fitting of the bar curvature to the chest wall curvature. Techniques have been described for introducing bridge structures consisting of two fixation bars, in particular, the «sandwich technique», to correct the asymmetric combined PE (Park IIC) type [16,23,25,26]. In addition, there have been anecdotal studies on the use of several fixation bars to correct the Grand Canyon deformity type and extended deformity variants [10,11]. Thus, no systematic approach to surgical treatment of different asymmetric PE variants has been proposed so far. In our opinion, the main cause of complications is the lack of proper attention to the deformity type and nature. H. J. Park has identified the main types of asymmetric pectus excavatum. The classification was developed taking into account the position of the sternum and the changes in the shape of ribs and costal arches [27]. The most common cause of intraoperative complications is the narrow space or its absence between the anterior mediastinal organs and the anterior chest wall, as well as the mediastinal displacement, since this significantly impairs the safety of manipulations in the retrosternal space [6,10,11,19,22,24]. The anterior chest wall elevation, performed in the operation debut in different ways, can reduce the risk of complications [10,11,17,19]. However, the authors do not take into account the location of traction points depending on the nature of the deformity and, therefore, do not achieve the physiological position of the anterior chest wall before the placement and fixation of the bars. On the contrary, a differentiated choice of traction points allows optimally placing the corrective bars, taking into account the localization of the deformity epicentre and its anatomical variant, and achieving good results. Under this approach, it is enough to install one fixation bar in most cases, and the oblique bar position is often chosen.

Conclusions

The proposed modified Nuss procedure with several-point traction of the anterior chest wall in the operation debut allows to form its physiological shape in most cases, and rigid fixation of the bar stabilizers according to the proposed schemes reliably maintains the achieved shape of the chest wall. In almost all cases, good to excellent correction results have been achieved. In the vast
majority of cases, the placement of one corrective bar is sufficient. When correcting the asymmetric combined (IIC according to Park) type, consideration must be given to the height of the keeled portion of the deformity and, with a significant protruding part in height, it is recommended to use two corrective bars or use the «sandwich technique» to prevent the postoperative pectus carinatum. In case of postoperative pectus carinatum, successful non-surgical treatment using an individually tailored dynamic compression brace system is possible.
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